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ABSTRACT 
Given an invertible complex matrix T, a description is given of those matrices A 
with Moore-Penrose inverse A’ such that (TAT ’ )’ = 7’A’ Tm ‘. 
INTRODUCTION 
If A is an invertible complex matrix, then (TAT- ‘) _ ’ = TA ‘T- ’ for 
every invertible complex matrix T; the inverse A ’ is said to be covariant 
under the group of invertible matrices. If A is singular with Moore-Penrose 
inverse A’, then A’ is not in general covariant under every such T. The 
question of describing the class 
v(A) = {T: (TAT-l)+ = TA+T--‘} 
was recently posed, and solved in case A is of rank 1 or 2, by H. 
Schwerdtfeger [4]. A solution without the restriction on rank was later given 
in [3]. 
In the present paper the roles of A and of T are reversed. Specifically, 
given an invertible matrix T, we ask for a description of the class 
g(T)= {A:(TAT-l)t=TA+~-l}. 
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That is, we wish to identify those matrices A which are covariant with respect 
to a given invertible matrix T. 
1. THE MAIN RESULT 
LEMMA 0. Zf T is invertible, then A E B’(T) if and only if T *? 
commutes with both AA’ and A’A. 
Proof. Since A E B(T) if and only if T E %‘(A), then the conclusion is a 
consequence of [4, Section 11. (See also [3, Lemma 13.) n 
LEMMA 1. Let E, ,..., E,, EC”“’ satisfy E,?=Ei = ET, E,E,=O for 
i# j, and XEi= l,, where IX means sum from 1 to m. Zf A E C ‘Ix”, 
r = rank A, si = rank E,A, and tj = rank AE,, then there exist U = CnxZ,‘t, 
R E Q=&X%, and V* E CxGx” such that A = URV*, U*U= I,, , V*V= 
1 Et,, UU * and W * commute with each E;, and R is of rank r. horeover, 
r = csi iff RR’= l,,, iff AA’Ei = E, AA' for each i, 
and 
r=xti iff R’R=l,, iff A’AE, = EiAtA for each i. 
Proof. By the properties of the idempotents, let W E C nxn be unitary 
such that for each i=l,...,m, 
W *EiW = dg(0,. . . , l,, , . . . ,O) = D,, 
where n, = rank Ei. Let 
W*A= 
be the (nl,..., n,,,>partition of the rows of W *A. Since 
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then, by the singular value decomposition theorem, let Pi E C n, x “I, Qi E C ‘I “I 
be unitary, and di E C ‘1 Xn, be invertible such that 
If P = dg(P,, . , P,,,), s = (~1,. . . , s,,l), 
J, = 
l,, ... 0 
0 . . . 0 
0 ... l;,,i 
0 . . . 0 
, and 6= 
then W *A = P&V. (Compare [5, p. 781.) I n other words, if U = WPJ,, then 
A = UC, where, by direct computation, U *U = l,,, and, since E,W = WDi 
and D, commutes with P, EiUU * = UU *Ei. 
Similarly, if t = (ti, . . . , t,,,), then A = UV *, where V * = 
I,* dg(Q:, . . . , Q,z)W * is such that V *V = l,, and W * commutes with each 
E,. Consequently, if R = U *AV E Cxsz xxt,, then 
A=U+=UU*U+=UU*A=UU*fiV* 
=UU*f?V*W*=U(U*AV)V*=URV*, 
with rank R = rank A = r. 
Next, suppose that r = X.si. Then R is right invertible, and since RR’R = 
R, it follows that RR’ = l,, . 
Suppose that RR’= l,,‘. Since A’ = VR’U*, then, in particular, AA’ = 
UU * commutes with each hi. 
Finally, suppose that E,AA’ = AAtEi for each i. Since 
rank E,A = rank( E,AA’A) < rank( EiAA') < rank E,A, 
then 
rank E,A = rank( EiAAt) = rank( EiEiAAt) = rank( E,AAfEi). 
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Therefore. 
csi = xrankE,A = xrank( E,AA’E,) = rank( CEiAAtE,) 
= rank( xEiAAt) = rank AA’ = rank A = r. 
(Compare also [2, Theorem 141.) 
An analogous argument provides a proof of the second list of equivalent 
statements. W 
Next, let T E cnxn be invertible. If C.T~‘E, is the spectral form of T *T, 
then the primary idempotents Ei of T*T satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. 
This observation is now used to characterize those matrices which are 
covariant with respect to T. 
THEOREM 1. Let T E Cnx” be invertible, and let E, ,..., E,,, be the 
primary idempotents of T *T. With respect to these idempotents, for A E 
Q: nxn, let A = URV * be as in Lemma 1. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) Xrank E,A = rank A = Crank AE,, 
(2) R is invertible, 
(3) A E B(T). 
Proof. (1) + (2): This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1. 
(2) + (3): Let A = URV * be as in Lemma 1 with R invertible. Then 
R+=R-’ is both a left and a right inverse of R. By Lemma 1, AA’ and A’A 
both commute with each Ei, hence with T *T. By Lemma 0, A E 97( T ). 
(3) + (1): Suppose that A E .99(T). By [l, p. 1561, for example, the 
primary idempotents Ej of T *T are polynomials in T *T. Hence by Lemma 
0, AA’ and A’A commute with each E,; again the conclusion is a conse- 
quence of Lemma 1. n 
2. A COMBINATORIAL PRESENTATION 
Matrices A, A E 6Z”“’ are said to be T-equivalent provided that A = PAQ 
for some unitary P and Q that commute with T*T. Clearly, the relation = 
7 
of T-equivalence is an equivalence relation on c n ’ “. The following lemma 
lists some facts about S?(T) and T-equivalence. 
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LEMMA 2. LetTECnX” beinvertible, andlet W, P, andQEC”X” be 
unitary such that P and Q commute with T *T. Then 
(1) W*.%‘(T)W= g(W*TW), 
(2) PgjT)Q = gU’1)> 
(3) ifA 7 A, then A E S?(T) iff A E B(T), 
(4) d 7 A iff W*dW = W*AW. 
\V*7,!1’ 
Proof. (1) and (2) follow from either Lemma 0 or Theorem 1. (3) is a 
consequence of (2), and (4) follows from the definition of T-equivalence. n 
We now consider the question: given d, A E S?( T ), when is A 7 A? 
THEOREM 2. Let T E C n Xn be invertible, and let C7,‘Ei be the spectral 
form of T *T. Let ni = rank Ei, and let W be unitary such that 
W*(T*T)W= dg( +,,,,..., & ,,,,, ). 
Then A E 9’(T) if and only if there exist a nonnegative integer r, lists 
s = (sl,. . .) s,,,), t =(tp..., t,,,) of nonnegative integers with Es, = r = Ct,, 
and an invertible R E C Txr such that 
In this case, r = rank A, si = rank E,A, and tj = rank AE,, i = 1,. . . , m. 
Moreover, if also A E G@(T) with 
then d = A if and only if 5 = s, t^ = t, and 
T 
where p, 6 @ sl xsd, qi E C f~xtl are unitary. 
Proof. With respect to the primary idempotents E, of T *T, if s, = 
rank Ei A, ti = rank AE,, then the first part of the proof of Lemma 1 states 
that for some Pi, Qi E C”~x”~ and some R E CxS,xx’,, 
A=W dg(P,,...,P,,,)I,RI,*dg(Q:,...,Q~)W*; 
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that is, for some R E CZs~x’.r~, 
W*AW = 1,q* 
W*TW 
In particular, by Theorem 1, if A E g(T), then R is invertible. 
Conversely, suppose such a relation holds for some r, lists s = (si, . . , , s,,,), 
t =(t,,..., t,,) with Es, = r = Cti, and an invertible R E Q: ’ Xr. Since J,*Js = 1~ 
= .I!*./,, then rank A = rank J,RJ,* = rank R = r; furthermore, since E,W = 
WD, and D, commutes with dg( I’,, . . . , I’,,), then rank Ei A = rank DjJy = s,: 
similarly, rank AE, = rank Jt*Di = ti. In particular, Crank E,A = rank A = 
Crank AE,, and, by Theorem 1, A E .37(T). 
Next, suppose also that A E .%3(T) and let 
where a is invertible. If i = s, t^ = t, and 
a=dg(p,,...,p,,,)Rdg(q:,...,q,::) 
with pi E Csaxs,, q, E c’*‘~, unitary, then ‘i = dg(Pi>I,,f-s,), Qi = 
dg( 9i, 1 n, (, ) are unitary, and 
w*aw = J,dg(pl,...,p,,)Rdg(q,*,...,q,T,)J,* 
W*TW 
= dg(P,,..., P,,)J,RJ,*dg(Q,*,...,Q,::) 
= l,Rl,* = W*AW. 
W*TW W*TW 
Hence, by Lemma 2(4), A = A. 
Conversely, suppose thacd = A. S pecifically, let A = PAQ, where P and 
Q are unitary and commute witTh T*T. Then r^ = rank A = rank A = r. Also, 
since P commutes with T *,T, hence with each E,, then Eiff = E,PAQ = 
P( Ei A)Q and ii = rank Ei A = rank E, A = si. That is, d = s. Similarly, t^ = t. 
Finally by Lemma 2(4), since d 7 A, then 
],&* = W*dW 2: W*AW = &RI,*. 
W*TW W*TW W*TW 
In particular, 
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with Pi, Qi E Q= nl xnz unitaiy. If 
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are the ( si, ni - si)-partition of Pi and the ( ti, rti - t, )-partition of Qi, and 
fi = (hi,), R = (Rij) are partitioned into blocks R,,, Rij E Q=sdXt~, then 
In particular, f;Rij=O for l<i,j<m; hence, (fi,...,f;,,)R=O, which 
requires by the invertibility of R that each f; = 0. Since ‘i is unitary, then 
g i = 0 and pi, h, are unitary. Likewise, Qi = dg( 9i, ‘i) with 9i> ‘i unitary. 
Therefore, 
Ei=J~dg(P,,...,P,,,)~~RJ,*dg(Q:,...,Q~)J, 
= dg(p,,..., n,,)Rdg(%+b&i) 
with pi E Q= ‘f xsl, 9, E Q= ‘, x ‘1 unitary. n 
The author expresses appreciation to the referee for some suggwtions that 
clarifted parts of this paper, 
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